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Marina Lying/Sources & Examples p 

Source: Marina Lying Folder > a 

Armstrong sheets: Walker shooting he dismisses as all Lies where Marina is 

concerned, 2. He notes Fredda Scobey’s note to Russell that Warren limited any 

WC cross-examination of Marina not to go beyond questioning of her account 

about Lee and the alleged Nixon incident. . . 

He cites 2direct lies: (1) when she first heard the name Hidell. . . .she lied. 

Actually, it was Marina who signed “hidell” on Lee’s FPCC card. . . .(2) He cites her 

lying to FBI and her contempt for the Bureau... .Her lying to FBI after a certain 

time was to play its game. . . .and assure she could stay in US. 

Note: My note on FBI 62-109060-7525 6 files “Marina Lies.” | need to check out. 

#3 White’s account of finding of Lee’s wedding ring by police on 11/22 in Marina’s 

bedroom at Paine’s house. Square this with Marina’s Hal’s folder citing key 

Marina documents that throw different light on Lee’s Thursday 11/21 visit to 

Marina at Paine’s house. See attached Hal file “Key Marina docs. Cited.” 

# 4 White’s chron. Of Marina’s changing stories about the rifle. . . 

#5 Piece in “The Daily Worker” for 1/19/’64 stresses her isolation by the govt. 

and Marina’s “cooperation” in framing her husband. . . . 

#6 SS Agent Patterson on 11/25 notes that Marina had seen rifle (K1) “about 3 

weeks” before 11/22 .. .Check this against FBI reports in chronology. He also 

mentions Hosty’s (not using his name) that Lee was in contact with known 

subversive agents about two weeks before the assassination. Was this Lee in 

touch with Sov. Embassy? 

#7 Marina 2/18/’64 Lies about Lee taking rifle to Love Field for practice. | may 

have cited this in BOT re; FBI total failure to find a single witness who ever saw 

Oswald involved in rifle practice in Dallas area. Attached is account of Marina 

taking Heitman and Bugoslav on route Lee took her on bus to practice w/ rifle. | 

think Mosk gets into this.



# 8 Hoover and Rankin do not believe the Nixon affair story by Marina... .This on 

2/14/’64 

#9. Piece in S.F. Examiner 1/4/’79 about Marina’s high life and mercenary ways in 

1964... .income stream. Not very falttering. See also attached a Houston Post 

6/13/’65 piece on around-the-town Marina. ... 

10. Piece in 4"" Decade re: the wedding ring gambit. . .by Walt Cakebread 

11. Bookout to Shanklin 11/22/63 Marina tells Dallas pox that Lee owned rifle he 

used to hunt with in Russia. (the only weapon he used in Russia was a shotgun). . . 

She said she saw it in the Paine’s garage 2 weeks ago... on 11/22 she noticed the 

blanket but the rifle was missing. . . If Marina noticed the rifle in garage why 

didn’t Ruth or her husband who was familiar with weapons. ... and being 

Quakers would they have tolerated a weapon in their home????


